David Gerstein

David Gerstein has studied at the most respected art academies in London, Paris, Israel and New York. His well-known, three-dimensional wall sculptures are rich in color, dynamic in character and fanciful in execution. Gerstein witnesses daily activities and mundane objects and transforms them into vibrant works of Happy Pop Art. In addition to the many private collections and galleries that house his creations, David's work can be seen in prominent public installations and museums throughout the world. He was a Senior Lecturer at the Bezalel Academy from 1971 to 1985.

Selected One-Person Exhibitions:

1971 Engel Gallery, Jerusalem
1972 The Artists' House, Jerusalem
1980 Horace Richter Gallery, Tel Aviv
1982 Horace Richter Gallery, Tel Aviv
1984 Radius Gallery, Tel Aviv (a member of Radius Group)
1987 Israel Museum, Jerusalem ("From Dudu to 3-D") Albert White Gallery, Toronto
1988 Haifa Museum of Contemporary Art ("Frames")
1989 Herzliya Museum ("Totems") Albert White Gallery, Toronto "Art 20" International Art Fair, Basel
1992 Yavneh Art Workshop ("Pupils") "Art Frankfurt" International Art Fair
1993 Ashdod Museum ("Extended Pupils")
1994 Rosenfeld Gallery, Tel Aviv ("Cutouts")
1995 "Art Multiple", Düsseldorf Conzen Gallery, Düsseldorf
1996 Center of Performing Arts, Tel Aviv Moria Gallery, Washington D.C. "Art Multiple", Düsseldorf Zimmermann und Heitmann Gallery, Dortmund Breitbach Gallery, Unna
1997 "Encircled People", Rosenfeld Gallery, Tel Aviv Conzen Gallery, Düsseldorf Galerie IM Kornbrenneri Museum, Telgte Edition of Art, Innsbruck Gallery 33, Essen Gallery Ostendorf, Münster
1998 Gallery Regenbogen, Stuttgart Gallery Menzel, Bad Honef Gallery Auf der Treppe, Limburg Gallery Konig, Darmstadt
2000 Gallery 33, Essen Gallery Fischerplatz, Ulm Galerie de Cannes, Cannes Galeria Chabonion le Baron, Lareunion Art Symbol, Paris Galleria di Sorrento, Las Vegas, NV Danielle Peleg, West Bloomfield, MI Gallery "PZ", Krefeld
2001 "Pixul", Art Gallery at The Memorial Center, Kiriat Tivon.
2002 Osklen Multimedia Space, Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
2002 Peter's Gallery, Nicosia, Cyprus.
2002 Mensing Gallery, Hamm, Germany.
2002 "No Favorite Color", Street Installation during Documenta, Kassel, Germany.
2002 Nord L/B Gallery, Hannover, Germany.
2003 Nuances et Lumiere Gallery, Lyon, France
2003 Clube A Hebrica, Sao-Paulo, Brazil
2003 Gallery Genner-Duisburg, Germany
2003 "Typical Section" Art Center at Ma'alot, Israel
2003 Art Symbol Gallery, Paris, France
2004 Galerie Am-Dom, Wetzlar, Germany
2004 Star Gallery, East Sussex, England
2004 Ostendorf, Munster, Germany
2004 "In constant movement" Municipal Gallery, Ness-Tsiona, Israel
2004 Galeria Kreisler, Madrid, Spain
2004 Gstaad Adler, Geneva, Switzerland
2005 Mensing Galleries in Hamburg, Berlin, Hanover, Germany
2005 Coda Gallery, Palm Desert, CA, USA
2005 Galerie Nuance et Lumiere, Lyon, France
2006 Due-Diligence, Stadtische Galerie im Park, Viersen, Germany
2007 Gana art gallery, Seoul, Korea
2007 Gallery Ermanno Tedeshi, Milan, Italy
2007 The Catto gallery, England
2007 Mensing Galleries in Dusseldorf, Munich & Hamburg, Germany
2007 Rollebeek Gallery 28, Brussels, Belgium
2008 Ermanno Tedeshi Gallery - Milan, Italy
2008 Gana art gallery, Seoul, Korea
2008 Mensing Galleries in Dusseldorf, Frankfurt & Hambourg, Germany
2008 Ermanno Tedeshi Gallery, Rome, Italy
2008 Mairie de Hesperange - Luxembourg
2008 Rollebee Gallery 28, Brussels, Belgium
2008 Gana Gallery, Busan - Korea
2008 Cultural Center, Modiin, Israel

Public Collections:

1985 "Bicycle Rider", Hebrew University, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem.
1992 "Kiosk", Israel Museum, Jerusalem - Six sculptures at Avdat archeological site, the Negev.
1993 "Great Tree", billboard project in Ramat Hasharon - Wall relief, main office of the Electric Company, Jerusalem.
1995 Two wall pieces for Bank Leumi, Tel Aviv - "The Flower Vase", Bank Leumi, Rehovot - "Jacob's Ladder", Israel Festival, Jerusalem.
1995 Tree of Donors, The Science Museum, Jerusalem.
1996 "Scientific Orange", Rehovot shopping & central bus station Mall Israel Festival, Jerusalem "Head Within a Head", the Hebrew University, Jerusalem - "Island of Flowers", Brigada Street, Herzliya.
1997 "Above the Head", Installation, Hebrew University Givat Ram, Jerusalem - "City Square", Center of Performing Arts, Tel Aviv "Pupils", Dizengoff Street, Tel Aviv.
1998 Cow, Raanana Park, Raanana, Cats Hill, Neve Amal, Herzliya.
1999 A Whole World, Hebrew University, Jerusalem The Bus, Hebrew University, Jerusalem - Homage to Alterman, Dizingoff Street, Tel Aviv.
2000 Audience, Jerusalem Theater, Jerusalem.
2001 Day and Night, Bezeq Lobby, Azrieli Center, Tel Aviv.
2001 Colors from Nature, Horev Center, Haifa.
2001 Things that come from the Heart (sculptures), Ramat Alon Park, Haifa.
2002 Soul Bird, Holon.
2002 Digital Zabar, Waddi Nisnass, Haifa.
2002 No Favorite Color, 3 months Installation, Kassel, Germany.
2002 Shalom On Israel, Rabin Building, Judaism Center, Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
2003 Blue Mermaid, Kiryat Yam, Haifa.
**Authenticity & Price Match Guarantee:** Shop with confidence. ArtRev.com is proud to be the first online art retailer to offer a "**lifetime authenticity guarantee**" with every limited edition or original work of art. Most limited edition and original artworks ship with a Certificate of Authenticity free of charge. This certificate is an official and valuable document that most insurance companies require in order to insure artworks against damage or theft. ArtRev.com will make every possible attempt to match or beat the advertised price of any major Internet competitor, art gallery, or frame shop; given that they are authorized to sell the item from the publisher or artist, and have the exact item in stock available for immediate sale.

**Disclaimer:** The biography shown in this brochure is not meant to be a complete and comprehensive exploration of the life of the featured artist and is not guaranteed to be up-to-date. While information provided about each artist is carefully studied and reviewed prior to publishing; ArtRev.com assumes no liability for the content provided on this page. Biography Last Updated on 5/28/2009 4:40:11 PM. Please [let us know](#) if any information is out-of-date or inaccurate.